
Week 8 of 
Headstrong from 

home



https://youtu.be/dI35MN2S4EU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dI35MN2S4EU
https://youtu.be/dI35MN2S4EU


What are all these events thinking about?



This film is made by 3 sets of 
parents in America about the fears 
they have raising their children. It 
was filmed this week after the 
murder of George Floyd and 
unarmed black man by a police 
officer. 

Think about why do they have 
these fears?

What can we or should we do about 
this? 

How can we make things different?
https://youtu.be/m2TCeXitnzM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2TCeXitnzM
https://youtu.be/m2TCeXitnzM


This clip 
illustrates the 
issues that exist 
within society in 
relation to racism 
- lots of the 
reasons people 
can move 
forwards are 
entirely based on 
their skin colour - 
something no 
one can control 
and therefore 
completely unfair. 
Hopefully it will 
make you think...

https://youtu.be/4K5fbQ1-zps

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4K5fbQ1-zps
https://youtu.be/4K5fbQ1-zps


This week your challenge is to try to find ways to 
firstly understand what is going on in America 
more. Try reading this article about what is 
happening:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/52813673

Secondly, think about what could you do to 
actively call-out racism. There are lots of petitions 
to sign at the moment, but it is also about 
developing the confidence to tell people you 
disagree with them if you see or hear racist 
language or actions. There are lots of calls to not 
only not be racist, but to actively be anti-racism. 

Here Desmond Tutu is calling 
people to be actively be angry 
and against injustice. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/52813673


We might not have all the answers 
yet about how to fix racism, but we 
need to keep learning about it, 
question why it happens, call-out 
acts of racism and not allow the 
current situation to be forgotten 
when it is no longer newsworthy. 

Be brave enough to be the voice 
who speaks out and keep being 
appalled when we see and hear 
things that are racist. 




